ABOUT US
Catalyst Operations & Analytics (COA) provides tailored support to government and commercial clients through specialized training, subject matter expertise, language services, and analytical solutions. We ensure that our clients have a current and complete understanding of the complexities, risks, and opportunities whenever and wherever you conduct business.

EXPERIENCE
COA maintains an elite cadre of professionals with decades of experience supporting the US Defense and National Security communities as well as commercial industry clients. Our staff possess backgrounds in counterintelligence and high-threat operations, open source intelligence and geospatial data analytics, language and culture, and cyber security. The fusion of these diverse skillsets and our collaborative corporate culture enable our support to dynamic, mission-critical requirements at the speed of business.

202 Church Street SE, Suite 528, Leesburg, Virginia 20175
6861 Elm Street, Suite 4C, McLean, Virginia 22101
www.CatalystOps.com
WHY CHOOSE CATALYST?
COA delivers cross-domain expertise designed to increase situational awareness, streamline organizational decision-making processes, and protect critical assets. We bring deep understanding of multi-dimensional threat environments spanning the globe. Together with our global network of trusted partners, we offer a broad spectrum of specialized consulting, intelligence analysis, and threat environment assessment services. We empower our clients with insights and proven approaches to improve physical and information security practices and employ risk avoidance strategies both at home and abroad.

COA’s operational products provide our clients with the confidence to secure market entry, situational awareness, and critical asset monitoring.

- Language Services
- Source Collection Services
- Deployment Support
- Social Media Exploitation
- Open Source Intelligence
- Socio-Cultural Analysis
- Geospatial & Imagery Analysis

INTELLIGENCE & ANALYTIC SERVICES

Our tailored consulting and advisory services match the right people with the right requirements – especially in cases where local knowledge and on-the-ground experience is essential.

- Pre-Deployment Training
- Surveillance & Counter Surveillance
- Geographic Subject Matter Expertise
- Strategic Communications
- Red Teaming

THREAT ENVIRONMENT AWARENESS

NAICS Codes
541519, 541611, 541614, 541618, 541690, 541720, 541930, 541990, 561499, 561611, 561990

OPERATIONAL SUPPORT & SPECIALIZED CONSULTING

We help define and make sense of your organization’s threat environment wherever you operate, improving security practices, and risk avoidance and mitigation strategies.

- Capital Risk Mitigation
- Business Intelligence
- Geographic Risk Assessments
- Business Traveler Risk Assessment
- Threat Finance Analysis
- Insider Threat Assessment
- Critical Infrastructure Protection